
New intercom system during corona protection measures 

VoiceBridge: Clear communication despite protective screens 

Acrylic glass panes, splash guards and hygiene walls: Since the outbreak of the 
Corona pandemic, acrylic glass shields have been protecting staff, patients and 
customers alike. At the same time, they severely restrict communication when 
shopping, travelling or visiting the doctor. With the VoiceBridge, WHD presents a new, 
hygienic and flexible solution especially for acrylic glass walls and cabins in medical 
practices, shops and supermarkets or for visiting -rooms in nursing homes. The 
modern, fully automatic intercom system with noise suppression and echo 
cancellation ensures clear communication despite corona protection measures. 

The Corona Dilemma: Protection for all makes conversation difficult 

Interpersonal communication is a social event and the exchange of relevant information. 
Gestures, facial expressions and the sound of the voice are important factors. But especially 
when speaking, SARS-CoV-2 can be transmitted by droplets and aerosols. Distance 
keeping, face masks and acrylic glass reduce the risk of infection, but at the same time 
make clear, comprehensible communication difficult. This can be dangerous: If it is difficult to 
understand the person opposite you, you will approach, bend over or around the protective 
wall with reflexes. If you raise your voice and speak louder, it has been shown that more 
potentially infectious aerosols are released. This problem affects all professional groups with 
customer or patient contact. And communication with relatives can also be frustrating in old 
people's homes and nursing homes due to visitor barriers and protective screens. WHD 
solves this problem with the newly developed intercom system VoiceBridge. This system 
bridges the linguistic exchange even at greater distances and facilitates interpersonal 
communication. 

 

The VoiceBridge: Effortless communication despite protective screen 

The new VoiceBridge from WHD consists of two 86×111mm large and 18mm flat white 
intercom boxes. They are mounted on the inside and outside of the respective acrylic glass 
pane with integrated mirror adhesive tape. Each microphone and loudspeaker is located in 
each unit, so that customers and staff can communicate with each other safely, effortlessly 
and understandably, despite the distance and the protective pane. Should the protective 
shields need to be replaced, the microphone unit boxes can be removed and reattached to 
the new acrylic glass. No specialist electrician is required for setup, as the VoiceBridge only 
needs to be attached, the boxes connected with the supplied cables and the power plug 
plugged into the socket. Privacy and data protection are guaranteed because the 
VoiceBridge is autonomous and not integrated into existing systems via WLAN or Bluetooth. 
 
"Shortly after the outbreak of the Corona pandemic, we were made aware of the numerous 
communication problems caused by the newly established protective measures. We quickly 
decided to offer a solution and developed the VoiceBridge. In this way, we are making a 
contribution to adequately protect staff, customers and patients and reduce frustration".  
- Stefan Huber, Managing Director WHD 
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Hygienic operation: activation via infrared sensors 

Hygienic considerations played a major role in the development of the VoiceBridge. 
Therefore, the call station on the outside (customers/patients) is activated via infrared 
sensors as soon as a person approaches the checkout area or reception counter. The only 
button is located on the internal call station, which allows staff to switch the system on and 
off and mute the microphones if desired. LED lights (red / green) indicate the status of the 
microphone. The intercom boxes can easily be cleaned with standard cleaning agents and 
surface disinfectants. 
 
 
Noise suppression and echo cancellation: intelligibility on both sides 
 
In addition, the VoiceBridge is equipped with a chip with an innovative algorithm that enables 
two further special features: Noise Elimination (NE) and Acoustic Echo Compensation 
(AEC). Noise Elimination filters out and significantly reduces background noise such as 
ventilation systems, noisy traffic, music and other conversations, thereby optimizing 
intelligibility. The echo cancellation technology in the microphones prevents disturbing 
echoes that can be caused by time-delayed sound reproduction via the loudspeakers. The 
volume of the system is optimally adjusted at the factory, but can still be changed if 
necessary.  
 
"Conventional intercom systems and microphones usually have to be integrated into existing 
systems, are often expensive and require extensive training of the staff. Most of the time, 
they require a set-up area, require a button to be pressed to activate them, and require you 
to get close to the microphone to speak. With the VoiceBridge, all this is eliminated."  
- Denis Lewschow, Product Manager WHD 
 
 
VoiceBridge: One intercom system for all environments 
 
Both the ease of installation and the built-in technology make the VoiceBridge the optimal 
communication aid for all types of professionals who are protected but also restricted in their 
communication with customers and patients by protective screens. This is especially true for 
markets with high customer frequency, shops with loud background music and places that 
are important for elderly people with impaired hearing, such as pharmacies or doctors' 
practices. In general, the VoiceBridge is designed for all areas, indoors and outdoors. This 
includes cash desk areas and counters in shops, supermarkets and petrol stations, reception 
counters in hotels and restaurants, information desks in airports and railway stations, and 
driver's cabs of buses and taxis. In the newly established visiting areas of old people's and 
nursing homes, VoiceBridge also makes an important contribution to effortless 
communication between residents and their relatives. The added value for the respective 
providers is obvious: better protection against infection. Employees no longer find the new 
communication situation stressful, and customer satisfaction also increases. With the 
VoiceBridge, companies present a good and professional overall impression.  
 
 
VoiceBridge: https://1.whd.de/voicebridge-en 
WHD: https://whd.de 
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